German is the most widely spoken first language and the second most widely spoken
language in the European Union. There is enough similar vocabulary and pronunciation
between German and English to assist native English speaking students in the early
stages of learning. The German language is prominent in historical literature and
philosophy and today it is the mother-tongue of the majority in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Luxembourg and Liechtenstein, making it an ideal travel language to learn
for European holidays.

German Level 1- Themen Aktuell 1, Lektionen 1-3.2
Topics

Vocabulary
Greetings
Introducing yourself
Spelling
First Contact
On the telephone
Counting
Professions and origin
Naming and describing
objects
Objects in house and household Understanding and
making notes of prices
Corrections
Talking about eating
habits
Eating and drinking
Ordering and paying in
a restaurant

Grammar
Statements, questions, formal
imperative, conjugations
present tense

Definite and indefinite articles,
negations, possessive
pronouns
The accusative, verbs with
vowel change, the auxiliary
verb möchten

Revision

German Level 2 - Themen Aktuell 1, Lektion 3.3 -5
Topics

Vocabulary

Grammar

Compliments and
Eating and
complaints in a restaurant The accusative, verbs with vowel change, the
drinking (pt. 2) Grocery shopping
auxiliary verb möchten
German beer

Leisure

Living

Being allowed/not
allowed to do something Verbs with separable prefixes, the auxiliary
Asking for information
verbs können, müssen, dürfen, telling the
Making arrangements
time
Writing postcards
Demonstrative pronouns, indefinite
pronouns, location indicators
Describing homes
Furniture
Talking about prohibitions
Writing postcards, pt. 2

Revision

German Level 3- Themen Aktuell 1, Lektion 6-8.1
Topics

Vocabulary
Writing complaints
Giving advice and passing it
on
Illness
Persuading someone
Telling what has happened
Reassuring oneself
Talking about events and
activities
Passing on a story
Everyday life Reassuring oneself
Declining a request
Giving work instructions
Telling, what has happened
Describing places
In a town/city
Giving Directions

Grammar
Possessive pronouns, the auxiliary verb
sollen, informal imperative (singular and
plural), the past tense (Perfekt) – structure
and examples

The past tense (Perfekt) – all verbs,
directions, personal pronouns in the
accusative

Two-way prepositions

Revision

German Level 4 - Themen Aktuell 1, Lektion 8.2-10
Topics

Vocabulary
Visiting sights
Modes of transport
Berlin
Talking about advantages
and disadvantages
Talking about wishes
Suggesting presents
Buying and giving
Writing invitations
presents
Talking about potential
purchases
Talking about biographies
German language Geography
and German culture Asking for directions
Dates
Revision

Grammar
Two-way prepositions

The dative, comparative and superlative,
demonstrative pronouns in the
accusative

